
Who We Are  
 
Diamond Physical Therapy Associates, PC, is a physical therapy company 
specializing in individualized, aquatic physical therapy and manual therapy for 
children and adults.  We are two authors/partners involved in this project.  
 
Job Description and Responsibilities 
 
We are looking for a Java programmer to make changes to a Swing application for a 
video based aquatic educational tool. The application displays a set of images and 
descriptions based on a number of custom search criteria, and allows these sets to 
be saved in a format editable by the program, printed, and exported as PDFs. The 
program also supports the playback of videos corresponding to each image. The 
program has a companion DVD with 194 aquatic exercises.  The following are 
outstanding issues, which require your skills and attention: 
 
Program 
 

 Fix issues with video play functionality/integration 
 Create an installer (Mac & PC compatible)  
 Create directions for program use (documentation)  
 Perform testing as needed for program functionality 
 Implement licensing keys  
 Resolve problems with printing, print preview 
 Create system requirements documentation, (Java, Adobe, etc) 
 Resolve issues with export PDF 
 Fix the slide bar on percentage zoom function for print preview  
 Remove bullets from documentation menu 
 Make both the program and the DVD downloadable from the web 
 Insert copyright on bottom right of each page 
 Create therapist login 
 Create functionality for patient names to appear at the top of each page 
 Search function – need option for contains all vs contains any, only want it to 

search whole words and not partial words 
 Improve image rendering 
 Correct font declarations and make semi-default font and size more 

consistent across systems (PC and MAC) 
 Correct formatting so that bullets are diamonds with clean left margins 
 Fix other minor outstanding issues 

 
DVD 
 
Converting video files to .mp4 format  
Continuous play (repeat option for each exercise) 
Create directions for DVD use (documentation) 



 
Requirements 
 Java programmer experienced in working with a swing application 
 Prefer Boston area resident who has immediate availability 
 Part time work from home with frequent evening phone meetings with the team 
 Ability to produce a beta copy within a few weeks and then based on feedback, 

make additional changes for the final release.   
 Self starter, desire to solve problems, strong work ethic, motivation to succeed, 

able to work independently 
 

Please send resume, relative experience and hourly salary requirements. 
 

Contact: Laura Diamond, MS, PT 
C. 617-803-8730 
laura@diamondphysicaltherapy.com 
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